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Abstract 
 
Artifacts on radiographic images are distracting and in some cases may compromise interpretation. 
Computed radiography (CR) systems can produce artifacts that differ from those found in conventional 
film radiography both in appearance and origin.  These artifacts have been traced to various components 
used during the digital imaging process. This article will identify potential sources of artifacts as well as the 
steps to prevent future occurrences. 
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Introduction  
 
Although the principles of exposure for acquiring CR images are the same as for conventional radiographic 
practices, certain aspects of the process will produce artifacts that may be presented differently on the 
finished CR image as compared with those found on a conventional radiograph. These artifacts can be 
traced to various components of a CR imaging system. The screens, imaging plates (IP’s), the plate reader, 
image processing software and /or operator error may all contribute to the artifacts that a typical 
radiography department may experience. Knowledge and understanding the root cause of artifacts to the 
imaging process will assist in determining corrective actions needed to prevent reoccurrences. 
 
Types of Artifacts 
 
The following are various causes of artifacts associated with computed radiography.  

• Atmospheric dust / dirt (ADD) 
• Lead oxide transfer from use of lead screens 
• Tears or ripples on protective plastic on lead screens 
• Impressions on imaging plates 
• Wear in the imaging plates protective coating 
• Fingerprints 
• Scratches on imaging plate 
• Electromagnetic interferences (Venetian Blind Effect) 
• Insufficient amount of eraser 
• Reconstruction algorithm's inability to represent the original form 

The artifacts listed are the most common observed. Artifacts can be dependent on the type of scanning 
device utilized, software, type of screens employed, imaging plate chemistry, the actual physically handling 
of the imaging plates, and the environmental condition at which equipment is stored and used. 
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Artifacts from Atmospheric conditions 
 
Atmospheric dust and dirt (ADD) can be troublesome when using CR. ADD can get attached to the IP or 
inside the cassette through static electricity. When using lead screens, if ADD is in contact with the source-
side of the imaging plate, the screen will intensify the artifact resulting in a white artifact when viewed on a 
normal gray scale presentation. During the scanning process, ADD can get trapped on the imaging plate 
resulting in blocking of the IP’s emission of light when struck by the laser which will result in the same 
type of artifact. Refer to Figures 1 and 2 for artifacts caused from these described conditions.  

The solution is cleanliness! Using vent filters and hepa filters will reduce airborne particles were CR 
stations are used and also were cassettes and IP’s are stored.  Light wiping of the IP’s, cassettes, scanner 
and all other associated equipment with lent free clothes will drastically reduce the artifacts. Wiping can be 
performed daily and the use of anti-static spray can be used on some equipment to prevent the ADD to 
become attracted to the imaging equipment. 

For the scanners, some models have a last line of defense from unwanted debris in the transport unit. There 
is a row of bristles that will collect some dust, dirt, hair, etc. from entering the most sensitive area of the 
scanner. The bristles can be cleaned with a small vacuum that has a good filter. Also it’s a good idea to 
make sure the exhaust of the vacuum is not blowing directly inside the scanner to possibly stir up any ADD 
that may have entered its way internally.   
 
Artifacts from Lead Screens 
 
Using lead screens without the protective coating can cause lead oxide transfer onto the IP’s. This will 
make a radiography department clean the IP’s daily to remove the lead oxide. Over a long period of time, 
the protective coating will be worn from the IP from excessive cleaning. When applying filters for viewing 
the wear will be noticeable on the radiograph, this may or may not interfere with interpretation but will 
reduce the life of the IP and make scratches and chips more prone. Refer to Figure 3 for an example 
radiograph displaying the lead oxide. 

The easy solution is to leave the plastic on the lead or to wrap the lead in plastic wrap or saran wrap. This 
will eliminate all lead oxide transfer. The protective plastic needs to be taken care of as well. If the plastic 
is torn, a dark black artifact will be viewed using the normal gray scale presentation. The artifact is created 
by the difference in intensification from the screens with and without plastic. Ripples and air pockets in the 
plastic can also be observed in the radiographs when using advanced imaging filters. This artifact can be 
confused with indications and could affect the quality of interpretation. Refer to Figure 4.  
 
Artifacts from Impressions on IP’s 
 
Some model scanners actually have parts that make contact with the IP’s. This contact can overtime leave 
impressions on the coating (mostly tabletops with halos). These impressions when viewed with filters stand 
out quite well. The artifacts may not interfere with interpretation but may reduce the life of the imaging 
plate by wearing the coating thus making the IP easier to chip or scratch.  The easy way to avoid this is to 
invest in a scanner that has no direct contact with the imaging plates. If no other scanner is an option then 
try feeding the IP’s in different directions. Refer to Figure 5 for an example of impressions in the imaging 
plate. 
 
Artifacts from Excessive Cleaning 
 
Excessive cleaning with even approved imaging plate cleaners can still contribute to wear of the protective 
coating. If cleaning is necessary, first try with a dry lint free cloth or even compressed air to blow dirt to 
avoid scratching the IP. (NOTE: When using compressed air, keep the can in the upright position to avoid 
liquid contact with the IP.) If IP’s still show dirty areas then try an approved cleaner but use minute 
amounts, apply light pressure to remove grime, always clean in a single directional motion to prevent wear. 
Refer to Figure 6 for artifacts created by excessive cleaning. 
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Artifacts from Improper Handling 
 
Some suggest to use cloth gloves to avoid finger prints but gloves could lead to lint onto the IP which will 
possibly result in lent being trapped in the scanner or blocking the laser thus creating another artifact. It’s 
best to handle IP’s just as you would any disc media, hold the edges to prevent finger prints in the area of 
interest. When loading into a cassette, avoid sliding the IP’s. If there is sand or dust in the cassette this 
could result in scratching or chipping the plate. Simply lay the imaging plate into the cassette and make 
sure when closing the cassette the imaging plate does not slide. Imaging plates also may be dropped, but 
remember to simply pick straight up and avoid sliding on the floor. The next step would be to just blow the 
plate off with compressed air to avoid creating scratches from wiping, and then gently wipe any remaining 
debris from the IP with a lent free cloth. Refer to Figure 7. 
  
Artifacts from Electromagnetic Interferences 
 
This type of artifact is not as common as the others but can still occur in computed radiography. In the 
presence of strong electromagnetic interference, such as in the immediate vicinity of power lines, an 
alternating row intensity artifact can sometimes be observed in CR images. This is caused by 
electromagnetic interference, a physical phenomena that can affect electronic equipment in general. This 
effect can be lowered by moving the equipment away from the source of interference, or by adding 
appropriate electromagnetic shielding. Refer to Figure 8. 
 
Artifacts from Improper Eraser 
 
Not every piece of equipment is perfect. Most scanners are using LED’s for the eraser units but some still 
may not provide an adequate amount of erasing. Inadequate erasing could show ghost images of previous 
exposure. The solution is to check the setting and insure the easer unit is on the highest erasing power and 
the scanning speed for which the IP passes through the eraser is slowest. Personnel can erase an imaging 
plate and on some systems and re-scan to estimate the amount of gray-scale left from the previous 
exposure. 
 
Artifacts from Software 
 
The software using to acquire, view and adjust the raw data may also cause some different types of 
artifacts. For instance, if personnel didn’t notice white specs created by ADD and a maximum pixel value 
filter was to be applied, it may change the white artifacts into a dark gray or black artifact and possibly 
influence interpretation.  

Software malfunctions can sometimes lead to reconstruction algorithm's inability to represent the part or 
apply incorrect gray scale values creating small, faint lines. Numerous process evaluations and tests were 
conducted on the same component with known configurations and this artifact was experienced very little. 
Solution is to stick to your best judgment in interpretation and re-take exposures to confirm any 
questionable areas. 

Depending on the scanner, a wavy wood grain affect may be observed in radiographs. The affect is similar 
to Magnetic Particle illustrations representing lines of force, were as these lines would curve around 
location markers or system of identifications.  This is mostly seen when calibration of the scanner is 
required. 

Other types of artifacts can be produced from software and scanner errors. If there are loose grounds or 
polygon speed errors within the scanner, thin black lines may appear in the radiograph or may result in the 
lines across the entire radiographic image. Refer to Figures 12 and 13. 
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Figure 1 

Artifact caused by ADD. ADD 
can block the laser from 
striking the contaminated area 
of the IP thus receiving no 
emission of light or current 
resulting in the white spec 
observed. Note the darker gray 
scale surrounding the artifact; 
this happens when a maximum 
filter is applied.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 

More artifacts caused by ADD. 
This time the ADD was inside 
of the cassette in between the 
IP and the lead. If ADD is in 
between the IP and the source 
side screen, if one was to setup 
a contact exposure the pressure 
from the cassette bending and 
the tight contact with the part 
could cause some ADD to chip 
the imaging plate.  
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Figure 3 

Artifacts caused by lead oxide transfer from lead screens onto the IP. This grayish patterned artifact is 
created from not using the plastic on the lead screens. IP’s will vary depending on manufacture. Some IP’s 
have thicker protective coatings which will help reduce wear, reduce damage of the phosphor, but may also 
reduce sensitivity! 

 

 
Figure 4 

Artifact caused from 
peeling the plastic from 
the lead screen. Notice 
the difference in 
intensification or gray 
scale. The tears on the 
right side of the IP can 
be misleading if 
positioned right within 
the area of interest. 
This could interfere 
with the quality of 
interpretation! 
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Figure 5 

Artifact caused from spring 
loaded rollers in transport 
unit. The rollers put slight 
pressure on the imaging 
plates resulting in this type 
blackish line as observed. 
Over time will reduce the 
coating thickness resulting 
in more exposure to the IP 
(darker gray scale value 
applied the same width of 
roller) but also making the 
IP more susceptible to 
chips and scratches in that 
area. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6 

Artifacts caused from 
excessive cleaning. 
Wiping excessively 
with even approved 
cleaners will cause 
wear on the imaging 
plate’s protective 
coating. Notice the 
smudges appear 
lighter. After the 
cleaning solution was 
applied to the IP it 
was not given the 
recommended time to 
evaporate.  
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Figure 7 

Artifact caused from 
improper handling of 
imaging plate. Scratch 
possibly caused by 
sliding imaging plate in 
or out of the cassette or 
from wiping with a 
piece of ADD on IP or 
cloth. 

It helps to shake the lint 
free cloth after each 
directional wipe to free 
up any ADD to avoid 
sctraching. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8 

Artifacts caused by 
Electromagnetic 
Interference, 
Venetian Blind 
effect with wire 
penetrameter.   

Notice parallel lines 
patterned vertically 
on the IP. 
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Figure 9 

Circled is a flaw in protective 
coating or chemistry of the 
phosphor creating this asterisk 
shape artifact. Most instances 
were imaging plates have 
manufacturing flaws like this 
the manufacture will replace 
the defected IP.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10 

Same manufacturing defect in 
IP as above resulting in this 
asterisk shaped artifact.   
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Figure 11 

Note the black lines running throughout the imaging plate. This is a result of a scanner malfunction with 
either the polygon speed or a grounding error. 

 

 

 

Figure 12 

Note the continuous lines running 
throughout the imaging plate. This 
is a result of a scanner malfunction 
with either the polygon speed or a 
grounding error. 
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Figure 13 

Numerous types of artifacts in this radiograph such as scratches, few specs ADD, roller marks, piece of 
foreign material blocking a narrow portion of the laser output path and some type of residue from dried 
imaging plate cleaner. 
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Conclusion 
 
With computed radiography having entirely dissimilar artifacts than conventional film radiography, one can 
now determine the root cause and take preventative measures to reduce reoccurrences. Computed 
radiography artifacts are distracting, could possibly interfere with the quality of interpretation and will 
reduce the life of an imaging plate. When proper maintenance of equipment is taken into consideration and 
quality control practices implemented all artifacts can be significantly reduced making the choice to go 
digital worthwhile.  
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